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Removable plant for aerobic 

stabilization and composting



AmbiSystem

The revolution of biomasses

AmbiSystem is a technology invented, developed and patented by Ambientalia.

It is a modular and removable plant for stabilization and composting, especially designed for outdoor installations or under a roof, on a coated ground
or on the final layer of exhausted landfills properly prepared; it differs from traditional stabilization and composting plants as it does not require the
construction of warehouses with proper air exchanges and giant biofilters.

The organic part of the waste is previously treated by mixing it with structuring material, if the material to stabilize is wet because of waste sorting or
muds or if it is an undersieve coming from mechanic separation. The obtained mixture is confined inside tubular bags (biotunnel) that have an
average diameter of about 3.0 meters and a length of about 50m. The maximum limit of the weight of material loaded per linear meter depends on
the type of material and the humidity contained in it.

The revolutionary system with partial air recircle, at the entrance and at the end of the biomass, avoids the emission of odours, gas and vapours that
are taken and introduced authomatically into the stabilizating mass without creating environmental problems.

The gases created during the process of biostabilization are partially reintroduced and partially filtered by the exclusive system of tissues Adsorbeco
which keep the minimum part of not sucked gas and bad odouring substances. The process is developed open air without creating environmental
problems, losses of waste caused by the wind or uncontrolled losses of leachate.

The bagging machine ambiPress introduces into biotunnels the material with pipes which have proper holes to permit air circulation. Radio command
allows its movement. The frontal coming and the limited volume of the machine permit easy manoeuvre operations everywhere biotunnels are
needed.

The waste reaches its stabilization through forced aeration. A fan insufflates air all the length of the biotunnel long through the pipes which have
proper holes introduced authomatically during the filling phase.

AmbiControl/Rosk, the management and control software, processes the entered data and starts the aerobic process that causes a controlled
increase in the temperature inside the bio-tunnel. Proper probes inside biotunnels check the temperature.
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Rendering Biotunnel

Each biotunnel is connected to a technological plate in stainless 
steel from which all aeraulic users start and arrive.

Each technological plate is complete with a soundproof fiberglass 
box, inside of which a high efficiency fan and the electrical control 
and management panel are positioned.

A demister to manage the air is positioned between the plate and 
the box.
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Biotunnel functional scheme



Rendering of AmbiSystem plant: view of the back of the box

The biotunnel number will be calculated on the basis 
of the quantity of material to be treated. Each 
technological plate is connected, through an air 
pipeline, to the biofilter for air filtration.
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Image of AmbiSystem plant: view of the back of the box
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Rendering of AmbiSystem plant

The biotunnels are filled by the machine ambiPress, which is loaded 
through a wheel loader. 

The AmbiPress completes a 50-meter biotunnel in about 3/4 hours.

Inside each biotunnel, together with the waste, the machine inserts 
three air supply and three air-return pipes with proper holes. 

A tunnel can be loaded with about 180 tons but the maximum limit of 
the weight of the charged material per linear meter depends on the 
type of the material and the humidity contained in it.

The average duration of the process is of about 21 days in function of 
the quantity of the organic part contained in the material, to take the 
respirometric index below 1000 mgO2*kg SV-1*h-1.

Image : loading of the machine ambiPress with the materials
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Examples of installed plants



Easy to install: The plant is positioned in fast times and does not require expensive warehouses.

Fast times: ambiPress puts organic waste and/or stabilized waste in few hours and stabilizes it in about 21 days according to the quantity
of the organic fraction in the material.

Modularity: A positioned and functiong plant can be adapted and implemented later by adding more biotunnels if a bigger qauntity of
waste per year needs to be treated.

Waste reduction: ambiSystem permits a reduction of the 25-30% of its weight according to the type of the treated organic waste.

Natural stabilization: The stabilization of the organic waste and/or stabilized waste occurs naturally without using chemical additives, accelerating
what occurs in nature in longer times.

Emergency situations: Thanks to its versatility, the plant can be used to solve temporary emergency situations such as during the construction of
plants of anaerobic digestion; in the presence of short term authorizations to stabilization, issued by proper Institution.

Validity of the plant: ambiSystem is able to stabilize several types of urban waste. The gained experience through the years shows the validity of
the plant.

Rental/sale: The plant can be sold or rented depending on the necessity of the client. Ambientalia customizes the quotes according to
what It is asked for.
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The technical/economic benefits with ambiSystem
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Layout ambiSystem plant
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• Front view:

• Side view:
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AmbiSystem plant views



A particular of ambiSystem plant
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Photos and pictures are for information purposes; everything there shown can be modified in any time without notice by Ambientalia s.r.l.
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